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Details of Visit:

Author: EnglishGent
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 2/1/2007 5:30pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 130
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.karryescort.com/

The Premises:

Clean but fairly sparse flat in a safe-feeling area.

The Lady:

5'9", big breasts with pierced nipples, size 14-16, big tattoos, look at her website for lots of photos.

The Story:

I had read all of Karry?s reviews and none of them had a bad thing to say about her. I was attracted
by tales of how willing and genuinely enthusiastic she seemed to be about all sorts of activities,
including anal which I had yet to try and DFK. As noted, Karry only gives out an email address
initially and appointments need to be made at least a day or so in advance so for one reason and
another I emailed her four days ahead, something I have never done before as I tend to be more
spontaneous and decide on the day that I have both the horn and the opportunity to do something
about it! And I think therein lay my mistake.

Contrary to other reports, written I think through rose-tinted spectacles, I believe Karry looks exactly
like her website photos, ie. not bad but nothing special. She is very tall (5?9?), but not what I would
call slim. Her pussy is wonderful though! I can now vouch for her enthusiasm and willingness to do
a wide variety of things and had two firsts with her: first of all she gave me a fantastic BBBJ to
completion and swallowed the lot, almost as soon as I walked in her living room; second, she
responded very positively to my request for anal!

However, sadly, after that great BJ none of it did much for me. I quite enjoyed giving her oral which
she clearly enjoyed too, cumming noisily, but I was already planning my exit. Maybe I wasn?t in the
right frame of mind, but I think it was more that Karry wasn?t physically attractive enough for me,
that she tastes of smoking (she admits to being a smoker on her website but I didn?t realise then
that her deep French kissing is compulsory rather than optional!) and interrupted sex a couple of
times for a deep bronchial cough, or that she is sexually quite aggressive. She never showed a
sense of time pressure, but the pace she set was almost frantic in her quest to make me cum the
second time almost any way she could think of until I had to call a halt and say enough was enough.
Karry is a genuine person and easy to talk to, but I?m afraid that she just didn?t turn me on enough
despite her ferocious appetite for sex. I would have actually preferred a slower pace. And, though I
will try it again just to be sure, what is all the fuss about anal? I was quite disappointed, but I can
see why her raw passion for sex would do it for many punters.
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Service Provider's Rebuttal

Karry writes:

hi i could argue with alot that you have said, but you smoked my fags, you stayed over your time
paid for, yet these remarks my i suggest that if as you say i look like my pics and do what i say that
you understand some of us girls do what we say we do and look like our pics choose a girl that is
your type lol well you cant please everyone if you dont want something like this gent didnt dont
complain afterwards tell us so we know hope you got your car fixed by the way
karryxxx
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